Ionic liquids (ILs) possess a unique physicochemical profile providing a wide range of applications. Their almost limitless structural possibilities allow the design of task-specific ILs. However, their "greenness," specifically their claimed relative nontoxicity has been frequently questioned, hindering their REACH registration processes and, so, their final application. Because the vast majority of ILs is yet to be synthesized, the development of chemoinformatics tools efficiently profiling their hazardous potential becomes essential. In this work, we introduce a reliable, predictive, simple, and chemically interpretable Classification and Regression Trees (CART) classifier, enabling the prioritization of ILs with a favorable cytotoxicity profile. Besides a good predictive capability (81% or 75% or 83% of accuracy or sensitivity or specificity in an external evaluation set), the other salient feature of the proposed cytotoxicity CART classifier is their simplicity and transparent chemical interpretation based on structural molecular fragments. The essentials of the current structure-cytotoxicity relationships of ILs are faithfully reproduced by this model, supporting its biophysical relevance and the reliability of the resultant predictions. By inspecting the structure of the CART, several moieties that can be regarded as "cytotoxicophores" were identified and used to establish a set of SAR trends specifically aimed to prioritize low-cytotoxicity ILs. Finally, we demonstrated the suitability of the joint use of the CART classifier and a group fusion similarity search as a virtual screening strategy for the automatic prioritization of safe ILs disperse in a data set of ILs of moderate to very high cytotoxicity.
Ionic liquids (ILs) have been attracting increasing attention due to their unique properties, such as negligible vapor pressure, nonflammability, chemical and thermal stability, high ionic conductivity, wide electrochemical potential window, and solvation ability. This unique physicochemical profile provides an attractive medium for a wide range of applications (Kokorin, 2011) . Also, the physical properties of ILs can be tailored by choosing different combinations of ions or by modifying the chemical structures of the constituent ions (Huddleston et al., 2001) . Through this tuning process, ILs can be made task specific for a certain application (Branco et al., 2011) . However, the number of possible modifications is huge, and one can envisage an enormous number of salts that have the potential to form ILs. Some authors speak about 10 18 possible cation/anion combinations (Holbrey and Seddon, 1999) . As a result, without a proper knowledge of the relation between structure and properties, the tunability of ILs is hardly applicable in practice and, consequently, limited to a trial-and-error procedure.
If in the past, the synthesis of ILs was focused on obtaining unique physicochemical properties (first ILs generation), to achieve a specific behavior, considering the potential final industrial application (second ILs generation), nowadays, the main goal is to produce ILs with the desired biological features (third ILs generation) for the final application and also to facilitate the REACH registration processes (Hough et al., 2007; Pham et al., 2010) . ILs constitute one of the hottest areas in chemistry since they have become increasingly popular as reaction and extraction media (Ranke et al., 2007b) . Their almost limitless structural possibilities, as opposed to limited structural variations within molecular solvents, make ILs "designer solvents" (Sheldon, 2005) . They have also been widely promoted as "green solvents" (Rogers and Seddon, 2003; Wasserscheid and Welton, 2003; Welton, 1999) . The rationale for calling ILs "green" generally consists of 3 arguments: (1) An extremely low vapor pressure providing a reduced inhalative exposure of workers compared with that of conventional molecular solvents; (2) nonflammability, which strongly reduces the risk of fast, exothermic oxidations in the case of an accident; and (3) they are claimed to be relatively nontoxic. Although the first 2 arguments certainly contribute to their "greenness," their claimed relative nontoxicity has been frequently questioned (Ranke et al., 2007b) .
Such a concern on the toxicological profile of ILs comes from a growing effort of chemical industry, governments, academia, and nongovernmental organizations to address the principles of green chemistry (Anastas and Warner, 1998) . Specifically, those directed toward minimizing the hazardous potential of the substances and chemical products include the following:
Green Chemistry Principle No. 3: Wherever practicable, synthetic methodologies should be designed to use and generate substances that possess little or no toxicity to human health and the environment.
Green Chemistry Principle No. 4: Chemical products should be designed to effect their desired function while minimizing their toxicity.
Based on a growing number of studies analyzing the hazard potential for many ILs in different biological test systems (Frade and Afonso, 2010; Pham et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2007) , it is now known that there are ILs with low and high hazardous potentials and that their greenness strongly depends on the structure. In this sense, Ranke et al. at the UFT Centre for Environmental Research and Sustainable Technology pioneered the field by introducing and successfully applying the Thinking in Structure-Activity Relationships (T-SAR) approach to the molecular design of ILs (Arning et al., 2008; Ranke et al., 2007b; Stock et al., 2004; Stolte et al., 2006 Stolte et al., , 2007 . Ranke et al. (2004 Ranke et al. ( , 2006 were also the first to propose the use of rat cell lines, namely leukemia IPC-81, to evaluate the cytotoxicity of ionic liquids.
Cytotoxicity tests in largely dedifferentiated cancer cell lines, such as the promyelocytic leukemia rat cell line IPC-81, provide a convenient screening method for obtaining first rough estimates for the toxic potential of relatively large sets of substances. Several studies have demonstrated that the different models to test toxicity respond differently to the same IL. However, the IPC-81 cell line seems to be the most vulnerable to the ionic liquids within the experimented cell line model (see Frade and Afonso, 2010 and references therein) . Thus, this model could be used at a first stage for a preliminary screening.
Because the vast majority of ILs is yet to be synthesized, it is imperative to develop methods to predict the hazardous potential of unknown ILs in order to facilitate the design of new safe materials and reduce the need for time-consuming trialand-error syntheses.
In this sense, a few articles dealing with computational tools for the prediction of IL's toxicity have been reported in the literature, and the cytotoxicity over IPC-81 rat cell line is no exception (Alvarez-Guerra and Irabien, 2011; Arning et al., 2008; Couling et al., 2006; Das and Roy, 2012; Fatemi and Izadiyan, 2011a,b; García-Lorenzo et al., 2008; Ismail Hossain et al., 2011; Lacrama et al., 2007; Luis et al., 2007 Luis et al., , 2010 Putz et al., 2007; Ranke et al., 2007a; Roy and Das, 2013; Torrecilla et al., 2009 Torrecilla et al., , 2010 Zhao et al., 2013) . A detailed and updated review on the application of computational tools to the study of IL's toxicity has been recently provided by Das and Roy (2013) . This is a comprehensible trend, considering that quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) is the main approach employed to derive the predictive tool. Because QSAR is originally intended to deal with fully connected structures, dealing with disconnected structures like ILs impose several constrains and/or increase the level of approximations or assumptions made for the initial experiment design, mainly at the structural representation level. The scarcity of IL's biological data is naturally another determinant cause. Thus, often the authors rely on overall molecular descriptors, frequently with no direct structural or physicochemical interpretation. The reason is that the use of disconnected structures such as ILs limits the structural codification, usually preventing a chemically interpretable and fragment-based structural codification. In our opinion, the most elegant and chemically transparent way of dealing with the structural codification of ILs is provided by Varnek and coworkers. This approach is based on the concatenation of vectors of ISIDA structural molecular fragments (SMF) for each constituted ionic species (Billard et al., 2011) . In this way it is possible to structurally codify ILs constituted by any combination of cations and anions in a chemically transparent way.
Although different approaches have been used for the structural codification of ILs, there seems to be a consensus on the choice of how to model the endpoint property. In this case, regression has been the dominant approach in the mapping of the property of interest, in opposition to classification approaches. Although the option to quantitatively predict a property of interest is certainly more attractive than assigning it to a certain class, it comes with a cost. That is, the common practice of transforming the raw Y property (usually decadic logarithm) is useful and practical at improving the goodness of fit and prediction of the transformed property compared with using the raw property. However, the ultimate goal of the regression model derived is not the former but the raw property. So, even if the goodness of fit of the regression model can be high with a low prediction error of the transformed property, both performance measures significantly deteriorate when they are calculated based on the raw property. As the model departs from a perfect fit, the deterioration of the performance measures becomes more significant. This situation particularly complicates for properties covering a range of several orders of magnitude. So, in practical terms, we can have a model that may almost perfectly predict the transformed property but that renders unreliable and poor predictions of the raw property.
The numerical results reported in several studies (Frade and Afonso, 2010; Pham et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2007) suggest that IL toxicities toward microorganisms and cell cultures cover the whole range of biocidal potencies from rather inactive molecular solvents, such as ethanol or dimethyl sulfoxide, up to highly 549 active biocides (Ranke et al., 2007b) . Specifically, the IPC-81 cytotoxicities cover more than 4 orders of magnitude, which challenges the success of a regression approach due to the above-mentioned reasons. On the other hand, the UFT Centre for Environmental Research and Technology has established a system to classify the ILs in to 4 levels of toxicity according to the corresponding value of IPC-81 cytotoxicity (expressed as EC 50 in µM) that allows approaching the problem of the cytotoxicity profiling of ILs from a classification perspective.
Despite the scarcity of reports of the prediction of the cytotoxicity of ILs by using a classification approach (AlvarezGuerra and Irabien, 2011), we consider that a computational prediction system based on the use of classification methods is well justified and can offer a practical tool for the identification of new and safe ILs. So, in this work, we intend to introduce a computational system allowing a fully automatic and chemically interpretable IPC-81 cytotoxicity profiling of ILs. In addition to test the predictive capabilities of the system, its potential as a toxicophore identification tool will be demonstrated, as well as its efficacy as the core of a virtual screening (VS) strategy directed to prioritize safe ILs.
MATERIALS And METHodS
Data collection and standardization. Ranke et al.'s (2007b) group, at the UFT Centre for Environmental Research and Sustainable Technology, has performed the most extensive analysis, carried out in single laboratory tests, of the (eco)toxicological hazard potentials of ILs, following the T-SAR strategy. As a consequence, most of the works reporting a QSAR approach for IPC-81 cytotoxicity have been derived from the UFT/Merck Ionic Liquids Biological Effects Database (UFT/Merck IL DB). All these works have been based on a regression approach where surrogate data (>, <) have been dismissed. However, this kind of data can be perfectly valid for a classification approach. So, instead of using IPC-81 cytotoxicity data sets reported in these works, we decided to collect our IPC-81 cytotoxicity data set directly from the UFT/Merck IL DB.
Because the models of chemical data may only be as good as the data itself, there is a pressing need to develop and systematically employ standard chemical record curation protocols that should be helpful in the preprocessing of any chemical data set (Tropsha, 2010) . The UFT/Merck IL DB reports the half cytotoxic concentration (EC 50 ) values (expressed in micromolar units) toward the rat leukemia cell line IPC-81 for 309 ILs and related salts. To derive our predictive approach, we have used a curated subset of 281 ILs and related salts fulfilling the requirements for a proper structure-cytotoxicity relationship (SCR) mapping.
It is well known that even if the model fitting is based on a defined endpoint, differences in the assay protocol can greatly influence the robustness of the resultant model. So, we only considered those ILs reported as assayed at the UFT Centre for Environmental Research and Sustainable Technology, and 5 compounds were initially discarded for this reason. Another 2 compounds with no exact molecular structure reported were not included. Sixteen ILs including sodium, potassium, or lithium cations were excluded because this type of IL was conceived to test the anion effect of ILs, as detailed by Stolte et al. (2006) . In addition, compared with the rest of the cations in the data set, these cations are poorly represented, which probably would induce noise to the data set rather than an SCR information gain. The same situation also led us to discard 5 ILs containing unique anions. These 16 poorly represented cations and 5 unique anions can be considered as structural outliers in our data set, and it is well known that preserving outliers in a modeling data set will likely lead to model instability (Tropsha, 2010) . Details on the curated data set of 281 ILs finally used in the modeling process as well as the 28 ILs discarded can be assessed in the Supplementary Data associated to this work.
We could confirm that our curated data set is free of duplicates by using the "Find duplicate structures" option of the EdiSDF program included on the ISIDA project (Varnek et al., 2005 (Varnek et al., , 2008 . The corresponding SDF file was generated by using the JChem for Excel program (ChemAxon, 2012a) . The molecular structure representation of the 281 ILs included on the curated data set was standardized by using the ChemAxon's Standardizer (ChemAxon, 2012b) . Specifically, we used the respective SMILES codes provided in the UFT/Merck IL DB as starting molecular structure representations. The standardization process was designed to obtain clean 2D molecular structure representations in SDF format with benzene in the aromatic form and with explicit hydrogens. Although the UFT/Merck IL DB is a high-quality data source, we decided to apply recommended good practices for data set curation (Fourches et al., 2010) . It has been demonstrated that small structural errors within a data set could lead to significant losses in predictive abilities of chemoinformatics models, whereas manual curation of structural data leads to substantial increase in model predictivity (Tropsha, 2010; Young et al., 2008) .
Structure codification. The structural codification of the data set of 281 ILs was conducted by using the approach proposed by Prof. Varnek's group and depicted by Billard et al. (2011) . Because ILs represent a 1:1 mixture of cation and anion, the ISIDA SMFs vector of each IL was generated by concatenation of vectors of ISIDA SMFs for each constituent ionic species. Prior to the concatenation process, the ISIDA_QSPR program was used to calculate the vectors of ISIDA SMFs for each constituent ionic species by selecting the "Get SMF file only" option. ISIDA SMFs represent the counts (occurrences) of some fragments in a molecular graph. For details on the derivation of ISIDA SMFs, please see Varnek et al. (2005) . Specifically, the types of SMFs calculated were atoms/bonds sequences of length 2-15. So, at the end of the IL's ISIDA SMF generation process, we obtained a vector of size 2507 composed of 371/2136 anion/cation SMFs for each IL. It is important to note that for each constituent ionic species an SDF file was generated and standardized following the same procedure used for the 281 ILs SDF file.
Design of the experiment. According to the UFT Centre for Environmental Research and Sustainable Technology, the cytotoxicity of ILs is classified into 4 levels according to their EC 50 values for IPC-81 Leukemia Rat Cell Line: (1) very high toxicity (EC 50 < 1µM), (2) high toxicity (1 ≤ EC 50 ≤ 100µM), (3) moderate toxicity (100 < EC 50 ≤ 5000µM), and (4) low toxicity (EC 50 > 5000µM). Considering all the above-mentioned reasons concerning the level of accuracy and reliability of a regression approach based on this particular type of data, we decided to use the proposed cytotoxicity classification system to design a classification system aimed to prioritize safe (low toxicity) ILs. Thus, the data set of 281 ILs was subdivided by applying an EC 50 threshold of 5000µM into 81 safe or low-toxicity ILs (Class_1) and 200 ILs with moderate-to-very high toxicity (Class_0). That is, if the EC 50 value of an IL is equal or higher than 5000µM, then the IL belongs to Class_1 (safe or low toxicity); otherwise, the IL belongs to Class_0 (moderate-to-very high toxicity).
Once the classes were assigned, we proceeded to split the data set into 3 subsets: training, test and, external evaluation sets, as part of the model validation scheme (Tropsha, 2010) . First, 42 ILs (approximately 15%) were selected randomly as an external evaluation set by using the Create Subset/Random Sampling option implemented on the software package STATISTICA 8.0 (StatSoft, 2007) . This procedure was applied to each class separately. So, our external evaluation set includes 12/30 Class_1/Class_0 ILs. The goal of this external evaluation set is to reproduce in the best possible way a real-life situation where any subset of compounds can be provided for evaluation by using the predictive model derived. Thus, the performance of the prediction model on this subset will be the most important indicator of their predictive or generalization ability.
The remaining set of 239 ILs was divided into training and test sets by the application of a Generalized k-means Cluster Analysis (Burden et al., 2000) , as implemented on the Data Mining module of STATISTICA 8.0. The full vector of ISIDA SMFs of size 2507 composed of 371/2136 anion/cation SMFs was used as structural reference space. A generalized k-means cluster analysis was independently applied to the members of each class (Class_1: 69; Class_0: 170). The Euclidean distance (ED) was used as structural proximity measure, and the optimal number of cluster was determined through the 5-fold cross-validation procedure implemented on the module. Approximately 15% of the respective Class_1/0 ILs is reserved for the test set in such a way that each cluster is represented on both training and test subsets. Therefore, 205 (59/146 Class_1/Class_0) out of 239 ILs were used for training, whereas the remaining 34 (10/24 Class_1/Class_0) were reserved for the test set and never used for training. This procedure ensures that both training and test subsets are uniformly populated from the molecular structure point of view and that each structure pattern on the test subset is represented on the training subset. The goal here is to guarantee that predictions of new ILs based on models derived from such a training subset will be based on interpolations, avoiding the lack of reliability associated to extrapolations (Kubinyi, 2006; Tropsha, 2010 To accomplish this task, we resort to the mRMR software, a feature selection implementation using the maximal statistical dependency criterion based on mutual information (Peng et al., 2005) . Based on the criterion of minimal redundancy, maximum relevance (mRMR), the algorithm therein is able to find a compact and minimally redundant subset of features with maximal relevance for the target variable at very low cost. In addition to mRMR, the software also implements a maximum relevance (MAXREL) criterion. Each feature selection run must be conducted by setting several parameters: the size of the subset of features to select; the feature selection criterion (mRMR or MAXREL); the discretization threshold (0.0, 0.5, and 1.0); and the selection method for combination of relevance and redundancy (difference, MID, or quotient, MIQ). The specific settings for the feature selection run were the following: mRMR criterion; size of the subset of features to select = 50; discretization threshold = 0.0 (no discretization); MIQ selection method for combination of relevance and redundancy.
Once this subset was found, the definitive subset of features, and consequently the final classification model, was directly determined by using the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) approach (Breiman et al., 1984) . We specifically used the CART implemented on the Data Mining module of STATISTICA 8.0. The classification tree training was specified by using equal a priori probabilities and misclassification cost for both classes. The function used to evaluate the goodness of fit of the CART derived was the Gini measure, and "prune on misclassification error" was the rule applied for stopping tree splitting. The predictive accuracy of the classification tree was evaluated on the test set.
Both the learning and predictive abilities of the classification tree model were assessed by checking overall and class-specific performance measures on training, test, and external evaluation sets, respectively (Witten and Frank, 2005) . Accuracy, F measure (Cannon et al., 2007) , and Matthews correlation coefficient (Matthews, 1975) were used to quantify the overall predictive ability of the classifier. Sensitivity and specificity were computed to quantify the class-specific predictive performance of the classifier because they encode the ability of the classifier to identify positive and negative cases, respectively. False positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates were also computed to measure the respective misclassification costs associated to the specificity and sensitivity of the classifier.
Applicability domain. The applicability domain (AD) of a prediction model determines its suitability of application to a given test compound. The AD measures indirectly a similarity between the test compound and those used for training, in terms of the molecular descriptors included in the model or, by direct forms of chemical structure representation such as molecular fingerprints. If they are considered dissimilar, the prediction of the test compound is the result of extrapolations rather than interpolations from the training set, which are more likely to be wrong and, therefore, not reliable for a decisionmaking process.
There are several approaches to estimate if a test compound is within the AD of a model Netzeva et al., 2005) , whereas the same test compound can be considered in or out depending on the approach used. Because the prediction performance of a model can vary depending on the AD approach used, we decided to apply several AD approaches and compare their resultant classification performances.
According to Varnek et al. (Billard et al., 2011) , the best-suited method to evaluate the AD of a prediction model based on ISIDA SMFs is the Fragment Control (FC) approach (Sushko et al., 2010) . This approach discards a test compound if it possesses SMFs absent in the initial pool of SMFs generated for the training set. Although this method determines its decisions on the molecular descriptors included on the model, the molecular descriptors in this case are explicit SMFs and so the decision it is based on the determination of the structural similarity between test and training compounds. Two other AD approaches based on structural similarity were used: the Atom Environment (AE) and its variant, the Atoms Environments Ranking (AER) (Jaworska and Nina Nikolova-Jeliazkova, 2007) . Finally, we applied 4 other AD approaches based on the determination of distance relations on the molecular descriptors' space between training and test compounds: the ranges (R), ED, City-block distance (C-BD), and probability density (PD) approaches Netzeva et al., 2005) . To end up, 7 different AD approaches were used and compared in this work: 3 methods based on structural similarity (FC, AE, and AER) and 4 based on molecular descriptors (R, ED, C-BD, and PD). Except for the FC approach, the other 6 approaches are implemented in the freely available software AMBIT Discovery (Nikolova-Jeliazkova and Jaworska, 2006).
Enrichment analysis.
The main goal in a virtual screening effort is to select a subset from a large pool of compounds (typically a compound database or a virtual library) and try to maximize the number of known actives in this subset (ie, to select the most "enriched" subset as possible). Several enrichment metrics have been proposed in the literature to measure the enrichment ability of a VS protocol (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) . In this work, we use some of the most extended metrics.
From the accumulation curve, we can deduce enrichment from the area under this curve (AUAC), which is defined as:
where n is the total number of active cases in the data set, and x i is the relative rank of the i-th active in the ordered list when their corresponding rank r i is scaled to the total number of cases (N) in the data set (x i = r i /N). So, AUAC can be interpreted as the probability that a positive case, selected from the empirical CDF defined by the rank-ordered list, will be ranked before a case randomly selected from a uniform distribution (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) .
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve describes the sensitivity or TP rate for any possible change of the number of selected cases as a function of (1-Specificity) or FP rate (Kirchmair et al., 2008) . The area under the ROC curve can be interpreted as the probability that a positive case will be ranked earlier than a negative one within a rank-ordered list (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) . The ROC metric is defined as:
where R a = n/N and stands for the ratio of active cases in the data set, whereas R i = N−n/N and represents the ratio of inactive cases in the data set.
On the other hand, the enrichment factor (EF) takes into account the improvement of the hit rate by a VS protocol compared with a random selection. This metric has the advantage of answering the question: How enriched in active cases, the set of k cases that I select for screening will be, compared with the situation where I would just pick the k cases randomly? 551 Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/toxsci/article-abstract/136/2/548/1681863 by guest on 22 January 2019
where k is the number of cases in the filtered fraction (χ) and k + is the number of active cases retrieved at this fraction, being χ determined by the quotient between k and N (χ = k/N). The maximum value that EF can take is 1/χ if χ ≥ n/N, N/n if χ < n/N, and the minimum value is zero (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) .
However, the "early recognition" ability of a VS tool is encoded by just a few enrichment metrics such as the robust initial enhancement (RIE) and the Boltzmann-enhanced discrimination of ROC (BEDROC) metrics (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) . The RIE metric describes how many times the distribution of the ranks for active cases caused by a VS protocol is better than a random rank distribution and is defined as: 
The parameter α is used to assign a higher weight (and so a higher contribution to the RIE metric) to actives ranked at the beginning than those at the end of the ordered list and can be interpreted as the fraction of the list where the weight is important. Specifically, in this work, the RIE and also EF and BEDROC metrics were evaluated at χ = 1%, 5%, 10%, or 20%, which corresponds to values of α = 160.9, 32.2, 16.1, or 8, respectively.
However, like EF, RIE depends on N, R a , and α, which hampers its use in data sets of different size and composition. The other limitation is that unlike ROC, RIE provides neither a probabilistic interpretation nor a measurement of the enrichment performance above all thresholds (Kirchmair et al., 2008) .
In order to derive a new metric overcoming these limitations, Truchon and Bayly proposed the BEDROC metric (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) .
RIE min and RIE max are obtained when all the active cases are at the beginning and at the end of the ordered list, respectively.
The BEDROC metric is a generalization of the ROC metric that includes a decreasing exponential weighting function that adapts it for use in early recognition problems. This metric can be interpreted as the probability that an active ranked by a VS protocol will be found before a case that would come from a hypothetical exponential probability distribution function with parameter α. Thus, BEDROC should be understood as a "virtual screening usefulness scale" (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) .
RESuLTS And dISCuSSIon

Cytotoxicity CART Classifier
The main goal of this work is to derive a reliable tool for the automatic prioritization of safe (low cytotoxicity) ILs.
However, the reliability of the tool relies not only on a high predictive capability but also on a clearly established relation of causation between the endpoint predicted and the molecular descriptors involved in the prediction model. For this reason, we resort to the use of ISIDA SMFs because this type of molecular descriptors allows challenging the required relation of causation in a chemically transparent way, in opposition to the use of other type of molecular descriptors with high information content but with no clear biophysical or structural meaning. Another advantage of ISIDA SMFs is that their explicit structural nature allows the design of new ILs with a desirable toxicological profile based on the interpretation of the prediction model. Thus, we focused our efforts on deriving a computational model with a high predictive capability and a clearly established relation of causation between the IPC-81 cytotoxicity and ISIDA SMFs, allowing a chemically transparent interpretation of such a relation and so guiding the design of new safe ILs.
Classification Performance and AD
As detailed previously, a minimally redundant set of 50 ISIDA SMFs with maximal relevance for the target variable was selected by using the mRMR software. This set was used to find a CART model based on a minimal subset of ISIDA SMFs establishing a sound structure-cytotoxicity relationship as well as providing a reliable discrimination between low and moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity ILs. Among the data mining techniques, CARTs and, in general, decision trees possess an atypical convergence of nonlinearity and interpretability. So, complex nonlinear relationships between predictor and dependent variables can be uncovered in a straightforward manner by (usually a few) logical if-then rules (Bruce et al., 2007) . The decision tree corresponding to the simplest best-performing CART classifier found is shown in Figure 1 . In general terms, the classifier exhibits a good classification performance.
From the training set, we can conclude that the learning process was successfully accomplished. Based on the selected subset of 5 ISIDA SMFs, it was possible to establish a consistent discrimination pattern for the ILs provided as training examples. The levels of accuracy (ILs correctly classified), sensitivity (Class_1 ILs correctly classified), and specificity (Class_0 ILs correctly classified) achieved by the CART were around 86%, evidencing the discrimination power and statistical significance of the pattern found.
On the other hand, as already stated, the test set comprises ILs with a molecular structure distribution similar to the training set but never used for training. So, the classification performance obtained for such a set is an effective indicator of the generalization capability of the classifier for those ILs within their AD. Based on the performance achieved for the test set (accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity ≥ 80%), we can reasonably expect that 80% of a new set of ILs structurally similar to those used for training will be correctly classified by the model. Finally, as previously pointed out, the performance of the prediction model on the external evaluation set is the most important indicator of predictive or generalization capability. This set is designed to reproduce a real-life situation where the model is used to predict the cytotoxicity profile of any random subset of new ILs covered or not by its AD. About 81% of the ILs included on this set was correctly classified by the model. About 83% of those ILs with moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity was correctly classified, whereas 75% of ILs with low cytotoxicity was correctly identified. So, based on the classification performance on this set, we can realistically expect that at least 75% of a set of new ILs will be correctly classified. Details of the classification performance are provided in Table 1 .
It is important to note that the generalization capability of the model was estimated from all the ILs included in test and external evaluation sets. However, this estimation only holds for those ILs covered by the AD of the model. So, we decided to check whether or not the ILs contained within the test and external evaluation sets were covered by the AD of our SMFbased CART and the resultant variations in the classification performance on these sets.
Firstly, according to all the AD approaches based on molecular descriptors (R, ED, C-BD, and PD), all the ILs included on test and external evaluation sets are within the AD of our CART model. On the other hand, those ILs in test and external evaluation sets identified as out of the AD of the CART model by the AD approaches based on structural similarity comprised unique cationic moieties with respect to the training set. The only IL considered as out of the AD of the model, but with a cationic moiety properly represented in the training set, was the 1-ethyl-3-methyl-1H-imidazolium acetate, which was identified only by the AER approach (see Supplementary Table S2) .
Most of the ILs identified as out of AD by AD approaches based on structural similarity (8 out of 12) exhibited a moderate level of cytotoxicity (100µM < EC 50 ≤ 5000µM). This is an expected result because the model was designed to discriminate ILs of low cytotoxicity (EC 50 > 5000µM) from those of moderate, high, or very high cytotoxicity. This kind of stratification imposes a hard decision cutoff over a large range of EC 50 values, and precisely, the ILs of moderate cytotoxicity are those included in the model's decision frontier and also those with the wider range of EC 50 values. So, ILs of moderate cytotoxicity are prone to exhibit a fuzzy and discontinuous SCR, compared with those ILs of low, high, or very high cytotoxicity, which logically affects the continuous SCR assumed a priori by the QSAR and similarity-based methods (similarity principle; Eckert and Bajorath, 2007; Johnson and Maggiora, 1990) with negative results over the generalization ability of the model (Maggiora, 2006) . Supporting this hypothesis is the fact that all (4) the ILs misclassified by the model and considered out of AD were of moderate cytotoxicity, whereas just half (4 out of 8) of the correctly classified ILs that were identified as out of AD were of moderate cytotoxicity. This fact also indicates the importance of considering AD approaches based on molecular descriptors in addition to approaches based on structural similarity. The conceptual differences of both classes of approaches can be used concomitantly, one compensating the deficiencies of the other. In our specific case, more flexible approaches like those based on molecular descriptors could be used to reliably estimate the generalization capability of the model (see Discussion below), whereas more restrictive approaches like those based on structural similarity would act as alert flags with respect to the reliability of the prediction over those compounds identified as out of AD. Details on the ILs identified as out of the AD of the CART model by the 3 different AD approaches based on structural similarity are provided in Supplementary Table S2 .
As can be noticed in Table 2 , regardless of the AD approach used, no significant variations in the classification performance of the model on test and external evaluation sets was observed. No decrease in accuracy > 2% or increase > 5% was seen compared with the case of assuming all the ILs within the AD of the model. The maximum decrease observed in the sensitivity of the model was about 5% although for most of the approaches the decrease was around 2%. The maximum improvement perceived in the sensitivity of the model was about 1%. The improvement in the specificity of the model varies from 1% to 8% across the different approaches used, whereas the maximum decrease detected does not surpass 2%. Table 2 shows the results of considering the average classification performance based on FC, AE, and AER (FC/AE/AER MEAN ), as well as excluding from the respective test and external evaluation sets all the ILs concurrently considered out of the AD of the CART model by the 3 AD approaches based on structural similarity (FC + AE + AER). As can be noted, there was not a significant variation on the prediction performance with respect to the full test and external evaluation sets either. All the evidence collected support the hypothesis that different estimations of the AD due to specificities of each approach do not affect our estimation of the generalization capability of the model based on all the ILs included in both test and external evaluation sets. So, it is possible to conclude that the ISIDA SMFs based CART proposed displays a good predictive capability and consequently can aid a reliable prioritization of ILs with a favorable cytotoxicity profile.
Biophysical relevance, "cytotoxicophores" identification, and structure-cytotoxicity relationships. Besides a good predictive capability, the other salient feature of the proposed cytotoxicity CART classifier is its simplicity and transparent chemical interpretation based on SMFs. The structure of the decision tree obtained evidences the simplicity of the CART classifier, which can be translated and reduced to a simple set of rules: On the other hand, the direct structural meaning of ISIDA SMFs provides a fully chemically interpretable decision tree, which is shown in Figure 2 .
IF (C+):C-C-C-C-C-H > 2 THEN Class_0. IF (C+):C-C-C-C-C-H ≤ 2 AND (A-):F-C-F > 5 AND (C+):C-n-C-C+n
As can be noted, the CART classifier and the corresponding set of rules discriminate safe or low-cytotoxicity ILs from Note. FC/AE/AER MEAN , average classification performance based on FC, AE, and AER; FC + AE + AER, classification performance excluding from the respective test and external evaluation sets all the ILs concurrently considered out of the AD by FC, AE, and AER. Abbreviations: Acc., accuracy; AE, Atom Environment; AER, Atoms Environments Ranking approach for AD estimation; C-BD, City-Block Distance; ED,Euclidean Distance; FC, Fragment Control; PD, Probability Density; R, Ranges; Se., sensitivity or true positives (TP) rate; Sp., specificity or true negatives (TN) rate. moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity ILs based on 5 SMFs, 1 pertaining to the anion and the other 4 to cationic species. Although ISIDA SMFs are chemically intuitive enough, the structural representation and the corresponding structural information relevant to the cytotoxicity of ILs for the 5 ISIDA SMFs involved in the cytotoxicity CART classifier are depicted in Table 3 .
At this point the predictive ability of the cytotoxicity CART classifier has been properly validated, and it was shown that the model is based on variables with a clear structural or biophysical sense. If these 2 key conditions are not guaranteed, there is a high probability of generating a statistically significant but unreliable QSAR model. As cautioned by Unger and Hansch (1973) , we are apt to generate "statistical unicorns"-beasts that exist on papers but not in reality. So, checking the biophysical coherence of the model as well as the convergence of the inferences suggested by the model and experimental findings on the problem under study are very important indicators of reliability. In this line of reasoning, we decided to check the biophysical relevance of our cytotoxicity CART classifier by contrasting the information obtained by interpreting it, with the current structure-activity relationships (SAR) for the IPC-81 cytotoxicity of ILs. Essentially, the inferences already derived from the CART classifier must be consistent with the general mode of cytotoxic action of ILs.
The investigations conducted on the toxicity of ILs (Ranke et al., , 2007a Stolte et al., 2006 Stolte et al., , 2007 support the general hypothesis that the cytotoxic effects of ILs can be attributed to lipophilic interactions with cell membranes and cellular proteins, leading to disruption of membrane or protein function.
Furthermore, the uptake rates of ILs into the cells, and thereby their intracellular effect concentrations, are closely related to the lipophilicity of the compounds. The following observations are the main determinants of the structure-cytotoxicity relationships of ILs: SAR 1. Organic cations tend to be more toxic than anions. The structure of the cationic head group itself plays only a minor role-compared with the side chain, which is the main effector to alter cytotoxicity (Ranke et al., , 2007b Stolte et al., 2006) . SAR 2. Aromatic cation head groups such as imidazolium and pyridinium are, in general, more toxic than the nonaromatics such as pyrrolidinium, piperidinium, phosphonium, (C+):C-C*C*C-H Six-membered aromatic rings with a methyl substituent, which can be either the cation head group or its substituent.
(C+):C-N-C-C+N Short alkyl side chains functionalized with polar nitrile groups on aliphatic cation head groups containing nitrogen atoms (ammonium or aliphatic N-heterocycles such as pyrrolidinium, piperidinium, or morpholinium).
and ammonium. Pyridinium has been found to be more environmentally friendly than imidazolium head groups (Stolte et al., 2007) . SAR 3. Although the effect of anionic moieties is not as drastic as the "alkyl length effect," the "anion effect" is proposed for some anions comparable to the side chain effect established for specific cations. Lipophilicity and/or vulnerability to hydrolytic cleavage seem to be the key structural features leading to the observed anion cytotoxicity (Stolte et al., 2006) . SAR 4. An increase in alkyl chain length, which increases the lipophilicity of the IL, was observed to be related to an increase in toxicity (Ranke et al., , 2007a Stolte et al., 2006 Stolte et al., , 2007 . SAR 5. The introduction of functional polar ether, hydroxyl, and nitrile functional groups to the cationic alkyl chain has been shown to reduce the toxicity of ILs (Stolte et al., 2007) . SAR 6. There is a linear correlation between IL cation lipophilicity and cytotoxicity (Ranke et al., 2007a) .
Considering the structure of the decision tree and the chemical moieties represented by their respective SMFs, it is possible to note a total correspondence with the experimental findings on the structure-cytotoxicity relationships of ILs, above described in SARs 1-6. Specifically, the decision tree is based on 5 SMFs, and 4 out of 5 represent cationic moieties, suggesting like SAR 1, a higher influence of cations over the cytotoxicity of ILs (Ranke et al., , 2007b Stolte et al., 2006) . As depicted in Table 3 , (C+):C-C-C-C-C-H codifies for the presence of a cationic side chain, whereas (C+):C*N-C-C-C-C, (C+):C-C*C*C-H, and (C+):C-N-C-C+N codify (explicitly or implicitly) for the presence of cationic head groups with certain structural specificities. On the other hand, the influence or relevance of the SMFs must be interpreted as a function of the level occupied by the respective SMFs in the decision tree (the influence of the SMF decreases from the base to the leaf of the tree). According to the disposition of the SMFs in the decision tree, it is possible to deduce a higher influence of the SMF codifying for a cationic alkyl side chain ((C+):C-C-C-C-C-H) over the cytotoxicity of ILs in comparison to the SMFs codifying for cationic head groups ((C+):C*N-C-C-C-C, (C+):C-C*C*C-H, and (C+):C-N-C-C+N), which perfectly fit to the findings detailed in SAR 1. At the same time, the presence of the SMFs related to aromatic cation head groups ((C+):C*N-C-C-C-C and (C+):C-C*C*C-H) induces a decision to moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity in opposition to the SMF related to aliphatic cation head groups ((C+):C-N-C-C+N). More specifically, (C+):C-C*C*C-H, which codifies for aromatic rings of 6 members such as pyridinium cation head groups and excludes 5-membered aromatic rings, exhibits a lower (negative) influence over cytotoxicity compared with (C+):C*N-C-C-C-C, which is related to cationic aromatic N-heterocyclic head groups, including those of 5 members like imidazolium. This information deduced from the decision tree is also in full correspondence with SAR 2 (Stolte et al., 2007) .
According to the tree, the influence over cytotoxicity of the SMF codifying for the presence of anions with highly fluorinated alkyl side chains ((A-):F-C-F) is close but not so drastic as the influence of the SMF codifying for the presence of cationic alkyl side chains ((C+):C-C-C-C-C-H). This finding evidences the "anion effect" of some specific anion moieties (anions very lipophilic and/or vulnerable to hydrolytic cleavage) on the cytotoxicity of ILs found by Ranke et al. (Stolte et al., 2006) and is in full correspondence with SAR 3. It is important to note that (A-):F-C-F is present in 6 out of the 10 anions identified by Ranke et al. (Stolte et al., 2006) as having a significant effect over cytotoxicity.
In correspondence with SAR 4 (Ranke et al., , 2007a Stolte et al., 2006 Stolte et al., , 2007 is the decision node pertaining to (C+):C-C-C-C-C-H, which leads to classify those ILs with alkyl side chains of size higher than 5 as exhibiting a moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity. On the other hand, the decision node pertaining to (C+):C-N-C-C+N is the only node in the tree classifying an IL as exhibiting a low cytotoxicity if this SMF is present in the cationic species (a short alkyl side chains functionalized with polar nitrile groups), which is also in correspondence with SAR 5 (Stolte et al., 2007) . Finally, the linear correlation between IL cation lipophilicity and cytotoxicity depicted in SAR 6 (Ranke et al., 2007a) can be observed also in the decision tree because every decision node that leads to a classification of moderateto-very high cytotoxicity implies a count of the respective SMF determining a substructure of higher lipophilicity.
Based on the previous analysis, we can conclude that the cytotoxicity CART classifier proposed in this work faithfully reproduces the essentials of the current structure-cytotoxicity relationships of ILs, supporting its biophysical relevance and therefore the reliability of the resultant predictions. So, considering the structure of the decision tree depicted in Figure 2 and the structural information of the SMFs that conforms the decision tree provided in Table 3 , it is possible to identify several moieties on ILs inducing a moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity that can be regarded as "cytotoxicophores." According to this analysis, in the order of influence, the cytotoxicophores identified are the following:
• Cationic linear alkyl side chain of length > 5.
• Anions with highly fluorinated alkyl side chains (a fluorocarbonated side chain of length ≥ 2 or 2 or more trifluoromethyl groups).
• Cationic aromatic N-heterocycles with linear alkyl side chain of length ≥ 4.
• Six-membered aromatic rings with a methyl substituent, which can be either the cation head group or its substituent.
Only 1 moiety was found to have a positive influence on the cytotoxicity profile of ILs, reducing their cytotoxicity from moderate to very high to low:
• Short alkyl side chains functionalized with polar nitrile groups on (essentially although not restricted to) aliphatic cation head groups containing nitrogen atoms.
It is important to highlight that the 5 SMFs identified can also be directly used as cytotoxicophores suitable for automatic procedures of ILs prioritization such as expert systems, in addition to the cytotoxicity CART classifier proposed in this work.
Finally, we are in conditions to use the cytotoxicity CART classifier to propose a SAR specifically aimed to prioritize low-cytotoxicity ILs:
• Any IL containing a cationic linear alkyl side chain of length > 5 will probably exhibit a moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity.
• If although the cation species of the IL does not contain a linear alkyl side chain of length > 5, the anion species possesses a fluorocarbonated side chain of length ≥ 2 or contains 2 or more trifluoromethyl groups, this IL will probably exhibit a moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity. Unless the cation species is constituted by any cyclic (mainly aliphatic) or linear head group containing nitrogen atoms with a short alkyl side chain functionalized with polar nitrile groups, in which case the IL will probably exhibit a low cytotoxicity.
• If the cation species of the IL is constituted by a 6-membered aromatic ring with a linear alkyl side chain of length ≤ 5 or any other cyclic cation head group substituted with a 6-membered aromatic ring with a methyl substituent, this IL will probably exhibit a moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity, even if the anion species contains no more than 1 trifluoromethyl group.
Joint Use of CART Classifiers and Group Fusion Similarity Searches for the Automatic Prioritization of Safe ILs
So far, the cytotoxicity CART obtained (or the set of rules derived from it) has proved to be a predictive, biophysically consistent, and reliable classifier. So, its use as a virtual screening tool could provide a practical solution to the automatic prioritization of safe (poorly cytotoxic) ILs.
A high-quality VS tool should render an ordered list of candidates where promising ones are placed at the top of the list, whereas irrelevant or detrimental candidates are relegated to the bottom of that list. For this, the prediction algorithm on which the VS tool is based must be characterized by a good predictive performance. Nevertheless, for VS, the most important features are a particularly high TP and low FP rates, seeking to maximize or minimize the number of actual active or inactive cases regarded as active by the prediction algorithm. Here the class of interest is regarded as the active class.
In fact, our cytotoxicity CART classifier shows good enough TP and FP rates (75% and 17%, respectively, as deduced from the external evaluation set). Although these values could seem rather low, they can actually be regarded as excellent, considering that they were estimated from a subset of compounds never used for training and designed to resemble a real-life situation. So, from these results, we can expect that a subset of ILs classified as exhibiting a low-cytotoxicity profile (Class_1) by using the CART will contain 75% of the Class_1 ILs screened but 17% of Class_0 ILs.
The other key feature of a high-quality VS tool is to provide a measure to quantitatively score the target property in such a way that using it as ranking criterion the resultant ordered list resembles as much as possible the actual levels of the target property. At the time of using a CART as a VS tool, the only available option for library ranking is using the posterior probabilities assigned by the CART for Class_1 (PP Class_1 ). The problem here is the low variability of PP Class_1 values in CARTs, causing that many cases share equal PP Class_1 values and hence limiting their use as ranking criterion.
This limitation can be tackled with the aid of molecular similarity concepts. The central idea is the use of a measure of molecular proximity (Tanimoto coefficient or ED) to a reference compound (with a favorable property profile) as a weighting factor for the corresponding PP Class_1 . By this procedure, the resultant quantitative metric should exhibit the required variability of a metric intended to be used for ranking in a VS campaign.
This remedial solution has been applied in previous works (Cruz-Monteagudo et al., 2011 . However, the use of molecular proximity metrics to provide a ranking criterion for the cases linked to each value of PP Class_1 assigned by a CART has a potential drawback. Because the similarity assessment is based on a single reference compound, it may bias the topranked compounds toward similar structures/scaffolds, limiting the structural diversity of the new candidates identified. A solution to this limitation could be found in the application of a group fusion approach (Willett, 2006) to the similarity assessment. In the group fusion approach for similarity search (GFSS), a userdefined set of structurally diverse reference structures (with the desired property/activity profile) is searched against a database using a common similarity measure. Here, the set of computed similarity values between each reference molecule and each database molecule is combined into a new fused similarity score that is used to rank the database in decreasing order. In this way, we can "capture" the structural patterns determining the biological property under study.
In this specific application of the GFSS approach, the set of reference structures consist of 20 structurally diverse ILs of lowest cytotoxicity. That is, among the ILs with EC 50 > 5000µM, those with a higher structural diversity were selected, specially focused on the anion species. The molecular structure and EC 50 values of each IL used as reference set are shown in Figure 3 .
The full vector of ISIDA SMFs of size 2507 embracing 371/2136 anion/cation SMFs was used as structural reference space for the GFSS-based similarity assessment of the full set of 281 ILs (including the reference set of 20 ILs). The ED was used as structural proximity measure. The ED matrix for the full set of ILs was obtained by using the Generalized k-means Cluster Analysis as implemented in STATISTICA 8.0.
In order to quantify the degree of structural proximity in terms of similarity rather than distance, the corresponding ED values were subtracted from unity (1−ED) after a prior normalization process. For the normalization process, each ED value is range scaled to [0, 1] by dividing it by the maximum ED value. Finally, the set of 1−ED values between each reference IL and each database IL is combined into a fused similarity score (ε) by averaging the 20 corresponding 1−ED values. When a database IL coincides with a reference IL, then the corresponding 1−ED value excluded from the averaging process in order to quantify its similarity with the remaining 19 reference ILs. In this way, ε "captures" the structural patterns determining ILs of low cytotoxicity and thus can be used independently as a ranking criterion in a GFSS task. The respective values of 1−ED and ε of the full set of 281 ILs with respect to the subset of 20 references ILs are reported in Supplementary Table S3 .
However, as previously stated, ε was derived to modify PP Class_1 and attain the variability required for library ranking. So, the result of using ε as a weighing factor of PP Class_1 is a new scoring metric that quantifies the likelihood of an IL to exhibit a favorable cytotoxicity profile based on probabilistic (PP Class_1 ) and structural similarity (ε) criteria. This new scoring metric will be denoted from now on as Π, and it is defined as the geometric mean of PP Class_1 and ε ( Π = × _ PP Class 1 å ). Thus, values of Π near to 1 will be obtained for ILs with a high probability of exhibiting a favorable cytotoxicity profile determined by a high degree of structural similarity to the structural patterns determining a low-cytotoxicity profile. In contrast, the value of Π will approach 0 as the balance of PP Class_1 and ε deteriorates, being 0 if at least one of the criteria takes a value of 0.
So, by using Π as the ranking criterion, we decided to test the suitability of the joint use of the CART classifier and a group fusion similarity search (CART-GFSS) as a VS strategy for the automatic prioritization of safe ILs (with IPC-81 EC 50 values ≥ 5000µM) dispersed in a data set of ILs of moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity (EC 50 < 5000µM). In doing so, we initially decided to estimate the enrichment performance of the CART-GFSS strategy by using the full set of IL constituted of 81/200 ILs of low/moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity. However, the reliability of enrichment metrics estimated from the full set of ILs is hampered by its reduced size as well as the high ratio of active compounds. The problem with using a reduced data set is that the enrichment metrics derived exhibit a higher variance compared with significantly large data sets. Experiments conducted by Truchon and Bayly (2007) show that the standard deviation associated to enrichment metrics such as ROC or AUAC is higher for small data sets and converges to a constant value when the size of the data set increases. In any case, for the problem at hand, it is not possible to set up a large enough decoy set as is the standard in the performance evaluation of virtual screening tools (Kirchmair et al., 2008; Truchon and Bayly, 2007) . All we can do is to consider the relative error associated to the use of our data set. For this, the relative error associated to the enrichment metrics computed for this data set will be estimated as recommended by Truchon and Bayly (2007) .
The other problem is related to the high ratio of actives, which mainly hinders the early recognition ability in what is known as the "saturation effect." That is, for data sets with a high ratio of actives, once active compounds "saturate" the early part of the ordered list, the enrichment metric cannot get any higher, this effect being more acute as the top fraction considered is smaller (Truchon and Bayly, 2007) .
In order to alleviate as much as possible the saturation effect and thus to estimate in a more realistic way the utility of the CART-GFSS approach as a virtual screening tool, we decided to simulate an experiment to evaluate the ability of the approach to retrieve just those 12 ILs of low cytotoxicity (Class 1) of the external evaluation set dispersed in the full set of 200 ILs of moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity (Class 0). For such purpose, the resultant subset of 212 ILs is decreasingly ranked according to the computed values of Π, and the enrichment ability of the CART-GFSS strategy is finally assessed according to the enrichment metrics previously detailed. For comparison purposes, we decided to estimate also the enrichment ability of the independent use of the GFSS approach by using as ranking criterion the fused similarity score ε.
We are aware that a ratio of actives R a = 0.0566 (18 Class 0 ILs "decoys" for each Class 1 IL "active") of this data set is still insufficient to fulfill the minimum of 36 decoys proposed by Huang et al. (2006) . However, the enrichment metrics derived from such a data set can be used as a proper estimate if we consider the relative error associated to each metric. The relative error associated to the enrichment metrics derived from this data set as well as details on their size and composition are provided in Table 4 . As can be noted, the relative error is less than or about 1% for most of the enrichment metrics and never exceeds 6%. Actually, the enrichment metrics with associated relative errors near or above 3% are just those corresponding to the top 1% of the data set, where the saturation effect becomes more acute. So, this data provides sufficient evidence to assert that the effect of using this data set does not affect significantly the inferences on the enrichment performance deduced from enrichment metrics computed from it.
The respective values of AUAC and ROC metrics obtained from the application of the CART-GFSS approach suggest that it is able to rank a safe IL earlier than an IL of moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity with a probability > .85. Instead, the values of these metrics obtained for the GFSS approach show a still good overall enrichment performance (ROC = 0. 78) but inferior to the CART-GFSS approach by about 8%.
Excellent but equal EF values obtained for both approaches suggest that it does not matter which ranking criterion is used (Π or ε); both are able to produce a top 1% fraction about 12 times more enriched of safe ILs compared with just selecting a random 1% fraction from the data set. However, both approaches start to differentiate as the top fraction analyzed increases. As can be observed in Table 5 , the maximum EF value (6.42) obtained in a top fraction > 1% is produced by the CART-GFSS approach at the top 5% fraction, which is almost 2 times better than the corresponding EF value produced by the GFSS approach at the same top fraction. The difference between both approaches regarding the respective EF values reaches a maximum of 2.4 at the top 10% fraction but starts diminishing by the top 20% fraction, always favoring the CART-GFSS approach. These results point to a good overall (deduced from AUAC and ROC) and local (deduced from EF) enrichment ability of both approaches, where the CART-GFSS approach consistently overcomes the GFSS approach, especially at top fractions beyond 1%.
This assertion can be confirmed by a visual inspection of the accumulation, ROC and enrichment curves of both approaches, which are shown in Figure 4 . From this figure and especially from the zoom made to the top 20% fraction of the data set, it is possible to note that it is from the top 7.5% fraction and up to the top 18% fraction where the difference in enrichment ability between the 2 approaches becomes noteworthy. Thus, if whenever searching for safe ILs, one screens a moderately large library of ILs (hundreds or even thousands) and we are Note. AUAC, area under the accumulation curve; ROC, area under the ROC curve; EF 1%/5%/10%/20% , enrichment factor at χ = 1%, 5%, 10%, or 20%, respectively; RIE 1%/5%/10%/20% , robust initial enhancement at χ = 1%, 5%, 10%, or 20%, respectively; BEDROC 1%/5%/10%/20% , Boltzmann-enhanced discrimination of ROC at χ = 1%, 5%, 10%, or 20%, respectively.
a The relative error associated to each enrichment metric is reported.
interested in experimentally evaluating a fraction in this range (7.5%-18%), the CART-GFSS approach should lead one to identify a larger number of IL of low cytotoxic potency. Instead, if one is only interested in the first 1% of a considerably large virtual library (thousands or millions), both approaches are expected to render similar enrichment performances. However, classic enrichment metrics, such as ROC, AUAC, and EF, cannot discriminate between a VS tool that ranks half of the actives at the beginning of the ordered list and the other half at the end from a VS protocol that ranks all actives at the beginning of the list. This feature is the most important property of a VS tool and is known as "early recognition" ability. Therefore, the analysis of metrics such as RIE and BEDROC are essential to effectively estimate this essential feature on a VS protocol, especially when very large data sets are intended to be screened.
From the analysis of RIE at the respective top 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20% fractions, we can deduce that the early recognition ability of both approaches follows a similar behavior to that observed by the analysis of the overall enrichment ability using the EF metric. That is, the early recognition ability of both approaches is comparable at early fractions but starts differentiating as the top fraction considered increases, consistently favoring the CART-GFSS approach. This pattern is also observed when the metric analyzed is BEDROC. The probabilistic interpretation of this metric allows to confirm that the ability of the CART-GFSS approach to rank most of the Class 1 ILs at the top of the fraction filtered is consistently superior to the GFSS approach at fractions > 5%. This is particularly significant at the top 20% fraction where the difference in BEDROC values between both approaches rises up to 12% (see Table 5 ).
Perhaps expressing the difference of enrichment ability between both VS approaches in just plain quantitative terms does not offer a straightforward and intuitive picture. To achieve this, a graphic representation of the rankings produced by both approaches is provided in Figure 5 .
Specifically, the superior early recognition ability of the CART-GFSS approach at the top 20% fraction is evident after a visual inspection of the first 43 ILs in the respective rankings shown in Figures 5A and 5C . Note that at this fraction both approaches are able to retrieve an approximately similar number of Class 1 ILs (GFSS: 8 vs CART-GFSS: 9). However, a significant gap (absence of Class 1 ILs) between rank positions 12 and 27 is observed in Figure 5C . This situation where 4 Class 1 ILs were placed at the beginning of the FIg. 4 . ROC, accumulation, and enrichment curves obtained from the application of the CART-GFSS and the GFSS approaches to the virtual screening of a data set of 212 ILs. A zoom at the top 20% fraction is also provided below each curve. Here TP, FP, EF, and χi accounts for the true positive ratio, false positive ratio, enrichment factor, and the data set fraction, respectively. Abbreviations: CART, Classification and Regression Trees; GFSS, group fusion approach for similarity search.
list, whereas the other 4 were placed at the end of the fraction analyzed clearly typifies the above-mentioned VS tool with poor early recognition ability. Conversely, no significant gap is observed in Figure 5A , where most of the Class 1 ILs are placed before the rank position 26, evidencing a better early recognition ability of the CART-GFSS approach. Finally, another interesting feature that can be analyzed from Figure 5 is the ability of each approach to place first those ILs with lowest cytotoxic potencies (estimated from the respective EC 50 values) and relegate to the end of the ordered list those ILs with highest cytotoxic potencies. Although this can be clearly observed in Figures 5A and 5C , Figures 5B and 5D add a higher level of detail to the analysis. These last 2 figures show the same ranking produced by the respective approaches but color coding each IL according to the 4 levels of cytotoxicity proposed by Ranke colleagues (EC 50 < 1µM: very high; 1 ≤ EC 50 ≤ 100µM: high; 100 < EC 50 ≤ 5000µM: moderate; and EC 50 > 5000µM: low).
As can be observed, both approaches tend to place correctly the ILs in the ordered list according to their respective cytotoxic potencies, which also evidences their ability to reproduce a real ranking based on experimentally determined EC 50 values. To quantify this in some way, the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (r) between the real rank based on experimentally determined EC 50 values and the respective rankings generated by each approach was computed. The ranks generated by both approaches have shown a positive correlation with the real rank (r(CART-GFSS) = .74; r(GFSS) = .60) although the CART-GFSS approach exhibited a significantly higher correlation. Specifically, the CART-GFSS approach shows a particularly attractive ability to place first those ILs of low cytotoxic potency, whereas the GFSS approach works better in relegating to the end D) show the ranking produced by the CART-GFSS and the GFSS VS approaches, respectively, but color coding each IL according to the 4 levels of cytotoxicity proposed by Ranke et al.: ILs with EC 50 < 1µM are considered to induce a very high (VH) cytotoxicity and are represented in red; 1 ≤ EC 50 ≤ 100µM: high (H)/blue; 100 < EC 50 ≤ 5000µM: moderate (M)/yellow; and EC 50 > 5000µM: low (L)/green. Abbreviations: CART, Classification and Regression Trees; GFSS, group fusion approach for similarity search; IL, ionic liquid; VS, virtual screening.
of the list those ILs with high or very high cytotoxic potency. So, although both approaches seem to exhibit an adequate ability to correctly rank an IL according to their cytotoxic potency, the early recognition ability (also evidenced with this analysis) shown by the CART-GFSS approach marks the difference.
Summarizing, from the data presented and the comparative analysis conducted regarding the enrichment and early recognition ability of the CART-GFSS and the GFSS VS approaches, we can conclude that both approaches are perfectly valid options as VS tools. However, the early recognition ability shown by the CART-GFSS approach clearly points to its use as a VS tool able to ensure an efficient VS campaign.
ConCLuSIonS
In this work, we have derived a reliable, predictive, simple, and chemically interpretable CART classifier enabling the prioritization of ILs with a favorable cytotoxicity profile. The predictive capability of the classifier was rigorously validated by using an external evaluation set designed to reproduce a reallife situation where the model is used to predict the cytotoxicity profile of any random subset of new ILs. Taking into account the classification performance on this set, one can realistically expect that at least 75% of a set of new ILs will be correctly classified by the present CART classifier.
Besides a good predictive capability, the other salient feature of the present cytotoxicity CART classifier is its simplicity and transparent chemical interpretation based on SMFs. The explicit structural nature of ISIDA SMFs allowed challenging a clearly established relation of causation with the IPC-81 cytotoxicity of ILs. Actually, the cytotoxicity CART classifier proposed in this work faithfully reproduces the essentials of the current structurecytotoxicity relationships of ILs, supporting its high biophysical relevance and thus the reliability of the resultant predictions.
The analysis of the structure of the corresponding decision tree allowed us to identify several moieties that can be regarded as "cytotoxicophores," which were also used to establish a set of SAR trends specifically aimed to prioritize low-cytotoxicity ILs. The cytotoxicophores identified are (1) cationic linear alkyl side chain of length > 5; (2) anions with a fluorocarbonated side chain of length ≥ 2; (3) cationic aromatic N-heterocycles with linear alkyl side chain of length ≥ 4; and (4) 6-membered aromatic rings with a methyl substituent. Only 1 moiety was found to reduce the cytotoxicity, that is, (5) short alkyl side chains functionalized with polar nitrile groups on aliphatic cation head groups containing nitrogen atoms.
Finally, we demonstrated the suitability of the joint use of the CART-GFSS approach as a virtual screening strategy for the automatic prioritization of safe ILs dispersed in a data set of ILs of moderate-to-very high cytotoxicity. The individual and comparative enrichment analyses carried out for this strategy and also for the individual use of the GFSS approach for virtual screening allowed us to conclude that both approaches are perfectly valid options as VS tools. However, the early recognition ability shown by the CART-GFSS approach clearly suggests that its use as a VS tool provides a practical solution to the automatic prioritization of safe (poorly cytotoxic) ILs.
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